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A basic system identification procedure consists of following steps;
• collecting I/O signal(s),
• preprocessing the I/O signal(s),
• executing identification algorithm and estimating a model parameters, and • validating the estimated model. Since one of the objectives of system identification is designing control systems, we include control systems design to the above steps. Because of a diversity of system identification, system identification results in different models depend on various identification conditions. It is an advantage of system identification. However, the diversity makes system identification problems more complex for beginners. Thus, a standard identification procedure is necessary for beginners, we call it "standardize". The standardize means that the user obtain the same results whenever the identification is done under the same conditions.
The system identification device is desirable ways to standardize system identification procedures, since graphical interface is one of the most familiar interface for user. The GUI-SITB utilizes an advantage that the interface can provides identification procedures in turn for user.
Fig. 1. Main screen of GUI-SITB
The GUI-SITB supports the users, in particular beginners, who execute above processes. Main algorithm in the GUI-SITB is System Identification Toolbox (SITB) of MATLAB. Figure 1 shows a main screen of the GUI-SITB. This GUI has five menus in left side of the window as a push button form. These menus are classified based on standard system identification procedure. The five menus are
• generating input signal(s),
• estimating a model and validating the model, and
• designing a controller. An example of generated input signal is shown in Fig. 2 . Generating input signal is one of the most important step in system identification procedure. Then, it is desirable that input signal contains many frequency components and has large amplitude.
Moreover, there are some important steps in system identification. In preprocessing, user must eliminates all the undesired elements in the signals. The GUI supports the above preprocessing, iteratively. Evaluation of the estimated model is also important in system identification. The GUI-SITB provides both qualitative and quantitative evaluation results. The qualitative evaluations are diagram representations, i.e., bode diagram, comparison of output with referecnce model, pole-zero map and so on. On the other hand, quantitative ones are error rate in frequency domain and fitting rate in time domain. Control systems design method is also implemented. This paper describes an interface for a system identification device on which system identification theory is implemented. A basic system identification procedure includes following steps; 1) collecting I/O data, 2) preprocessing the I/O data, 3) executing identification algorithm and constructing a model, and 4) validating the estimated model. System identification produces different results depend on various identification conditions. This results in a diversity of system identification. On the other hand, the diversity makes system identification problems more complex. The system identification device supports the user, in particular beginners, who execute above processes. The device utilizes MATLAB as a main processing software with a GUI in order to deal with the system identification processes visually. The system identification device is one of the most desireble ways to standardize system identification operations.
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